
International Exhibition of the Red Cross

The Red Cross and Philately

Some one hundred and thirty collections, belonging to official
bodies or National Red Cross Societies, but mostly to private
collectors, figured in the philatelic section, organized as part of
the International Exhibition of the Red Cross.1

This was the first occasion on which has been seen such an
important display of Red Cross stamps. Apart from many collections
from nearly all the European countries, from East and West,
others had been sent from America, Iceland, New Zealand and
Australia. Nearly eleven hundred frames were necessary to exhibit
the large numbers of album sheets and their valuable contents:
some two hundred thousand stamps and philatelic items connected
with the Red Cross in one way or another.

Some people may perhaps have thought that the Red Cross
is only concerned with stamps, whilst others may have been sur-
prised at the important place allotted to stamp collections at this
exhibition devoted to Red Cross humanitarian work over the past
hundred years. This would be to forget a certain number of essential
factors.

Since its origin, the Red Cross has maintained relations with
the postal authorities as close as they were multiple. Indeed the
post was the indispensable factor in transmission without whose
help the very work of the Red Cross would often have been of no
effect. The support given it by the postal services throughout almost
the entire world enabled it alone to accomplish its humanitarian
tasks in periods of greatest trouble and difficulty.

This help had and has kept several aspects throughout the past
century. Not only were all postal methods capable of enabling the
rapid transmission of messages or parcels of a humanitarian nature
placed at the disposal of the Red Cross, of its agencies and dele-

1 We would recall that this Exhibition took place in Geneva from August 15
to September 18, 1963, on the occasion of the Red Cross Centenary.
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gations, but post-free rights were also granted to the Red Cross
on many occasions, enabling it to save considerable amounts for
its own works. It would indeed have been a lack of the most ele-
mentary gratitude not to have recalled, on an occasion such as
that of the Red Cross Centenary, the constant and faithful support
given by the postal authorities to the national and international
work of the Red Cross.

However this would also have meant omitting the history of
the Red Cross itself. For, very often, mere postal items can the
better and more simply recall many of the charitable undertakings
of the Red Cross. Prisoners of war mail, capture cards, reports of
delegates sent all over the world, wherever war rages, revolutions
break out or disasters take place, ever since the creation of the
Red Cross, a part of its history is inscribed in these letters and
cards, by their stamps, post-marks and cancellations.

Furthermore, in addition to such reasons, the Red Cross owes
yet another debt of gratitude to the postal service. By issuing Red
Cross stamps, properly so-called, that is by mentioning the name,
the emblem, the founders or the activities of the ICRC and of
National Societies, the Post has placed at the service of these
institutions a most effective method of publicity. When one thinks
of the present enthusiasm for philately, of the ever-growing num-
bers, from children to adults, of those keenly interested in stamps
and their collection, the increase in Red Cross stamps enables and
will enable ever more people to learn about its work and its innum-
erable activities. At the same time, the issuing of stamps sur-
charged for charitable purposes in a number of countries, whose
production is reserved for the Red Cross, brings to many National
Societies very considerable financial benefits.

In arranging, amongst the Centenary events, a Red Cross phila-
telic exhibition, by demonstrating the real and continuous relations
existing between the Red Cross and the Postal Services for the
past hundred years, by presenting collections of Red Cross stamps,
cancellations, envelopes and even seals, one was also making use
of one of the best methods of publicity available to the Red Cross
today.

The success achieved by this exhibition is proof of this. Even
more eloquent is the fact that there are ever-growing numbers of
collectors at present making a speciality of Red Cross stamps.
Another testimony of the growing interest in Red Cross philately
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Photos Alrege, Pully-Lausanne

Some postal designs of the beginning of the Red Cross International Committee

and Basle and Trieste Agencies, 1870-1878.



War of 1870 - Envelope of Anglo-American Ambulance

Letter requesting tracing of prisoners of war in Germany
sent by the Geneva Committee in 1870.



Postal Design of Prisoners' Relief Committee, Basle, Green Cross, 1870.

Tracing card of the "Ambulance du Midi ", 1870.



Letter adressed to the United States Sanitary Commission
during the war of Secession, 1865

«*h Corp*.

Letter bearing the emblem of an American Army Corps during the war of Secession
(red cross with blue border). This military badge has no connection with the

Geneva Cross.



Letter adressed to Gustave Ador, President of the Geneva State Council in 1890
by Gustave Moyn.er, President of the ICRC. Letter with Geneva des?gn scaMoped

edges with cancellation.

> issued and
solii by the Red Cross
ol Odut.s.1 as end of
y<;;ir greetings from 1878
to 1893.
Letters were distributed
bv tho Society.



BRITISH NATIONAL SOCIETY TOR AID TO Ttfc SICK & WOUNDED IN WAR

Envelope of the British National Society for aid to the Sick & Wounded in War,
during the war of 1870, bearing the postmark of the German military post and stamp

of the German occupying forces in Alsace.

NMteri'andsche Rood* Knits.

Envelope of the Netherlands' Red Cross Ambulance in South Africa during the
Boer War, 1899.



Stamps of India surcharged with an overlapping Red Cross seal and sold on the
occasion of the birthday of theCountess of Minto, wife of the Viceroy,for the benefit

of her works in Calcutta, on February 7, 1907.



, 1 I • C • + ROCKETGRAM

Sy Rocket Pared

'Rocketgram" envelop© used during an experimental rocket service in India
on June 6, 1935.

2912

:Mr. iHia

Stamps of the Malay States surcharged during the Japanese occupation in 1944
for civilian mail through the intermediary of the Red Cross

Exhibits lent for the philately section of the International Exhibition of the Red Cross
by the ICRC and Messrs Guyot, McPartland, Pagnieau, Ricardo, Robins and Rouard-
Watine.



was shown by the large number of Red Cross stamps issued
on the occasion of the Centenary. Indeed, nearly 140 States and
Territories, many of whom had never before issued Red Cross
stamps, took part in the Centenary issues and nearly five hundred
different stamps were in fact printed to commemorate the Centenary
of the International Red Cross,

The philatelic exhibition organized on the occasion of the
Centenary celebrations in Geneva, as we have already said, saw
nearly one hundred and thirty specialized collections of Red Cross
stamps and seals assembled together. Their owners belonged to
thirty different countries, seven of which were from other continents
and twenty-three from Europe. Stamps and other items presented
could have been estimated at about two hundred thousand, and
their display, consisting of more than twelve thousand album
sheets, necessitated the use of almost eleven hundred frames
belonging to the Swiss Postal Services.

These collections were certainly neither of equal interest nor
value. All of them, on the other hand, possessed one common
characteristic, and this was their attachment to the Red Cross.
Whether they were collectors of long standing or beginners, they
were all imbued with the same aim : to pay tribute to the Red Cross
and its action and by their collections to bear witness to the work
of Henry Dunant and his companions, as well as to that of their
successors.

It is certainly not possible in one article to give a detailed
account of all the collections displayed or even of the principal ones
of these. This would moreover be a study more suitable for a
philatelic review. It may, however, be of interest to attempt to
describe some of the dominant themes of these collections.

Some of the most important, belonging to well-known specialists
in Red Cross philately, presented by themselves a remarkable
documentation patiently collected over many years and even
decades. I have in mind, to mention only these, the collections of
Mr. Bittel of Karlsruhe, of Mr. Ricardo of The Hague, of Dr. Guyot
of Geneva, and of seals belonging to Mr. Marot of Troyes. Only
a part, however, of their respective collections were exhibited in
Geneva. This shows the size which such a collection can attain.
Even if the number of issues of Red Cross stamps, properly speak-
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ing, throughout the world is relatively low, some two thousand
five hundred different stamps at the present time, the number of
postal items connected with the Red Cross and its history is almost
unlimited: prisoners' or internees' mail, cancellations, postcards
and publicity slogans, post-free labels, cards, envelopes and seals
of National Societies or of delegations of the International Red
Cross, the subject is one of immense richness and fresh discoveries
are being made each day.1

Amongst the items assembled for the first time, thanks to the
International Centenary Exhibition, many were still unknown to
large numbers of collectors, even to specialists of long standing in
this field. The oldest documents were naturally the most valuable
and were also of greatest rarity. What, however, struck visitors
most, even those without knowledge of or particular interest in
philately, was the poignancy of so many of these documents. In
these one could indeed see the re-enactment of each one of the
dramas which mankind has known over the past century until today.

In this respect the collection from the archives of the Inter-
national Committee of the Red Cross was particularly impressive.
Through the many letters and documents with a Geneva or Bale
heading or of newly created National Societies, with post-marks
or seals from Geneva, Bale, Lausanne and Vevey, cards from
French committees and letters written by French prisoners in
Germany, one could relive the whole war of 1870. Amongst other
moving documents mention should be made of the report made
by one of the first "delegates" of the ICRC, Dr. Louis Appia,
member of the Committee, written from the battlefield and bearing
the post-mark of the German Army Field Post-Office (August 26,
1870).

The International Committee's exhibits also recalled the war
of 1914 with printed envelopes addressed to the "Prisoners of War
Agency" of Geneva or to "Mr. Ador, President of the International
Committee", from so many countries at war, as well as with the
many coloured control labels affixed on Agency mail by the various
sections installed at that time in the Rath Museum. Then there
was the Second World War and its long and painful sequels and

1 Plate.
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finally, so near in time, the Korean war and the conflict in Goa,
which a moving collection of "capture cards" from all over the
world related, each one telling of a human being's painful expe-
rience. Another collection, one of envelopes, showed the universality
of the Red Cross. All the National Societies of the Red Cross, the
Red Crescent and of the Red Lion and Sun, each of the Inter-
national Committee's "Delegations" throughout the entire world
over many decades in wars and in disasters, were there assembled.

Other testimonies of troubled times, of wars over the past
hundred years and in which the Red Cross has had an increasingly
important role to play could be found in numerous collections.
The North American War of Secession was recalled first by an
envelope marked in the name of the "United States Sanitary
Commission" of 1865 (Mr. McPartland's collection). From Mr. Ri-
cardo, from Dr. Guyot already mentioned, from Mr. Rouard-
Watine of Paris, from Mr. Babaeff of Geneva, from Mr. Liniger of
Berne, to name only a few, one could see many rare philatelic
items of 1870. Their study, their enumeration alone, would take
too long to mention here. The most interesting and moving of
these were without doubt those which showed the beginnings,
already in 1870, of international mutual aid to the wounded under
the emblem of the red cross or under the green cross to prisoners:
postage stamps, seals and rubber stamps of the English, Belgian
and Austrian Relief Committees for the victims of the Franco-
Prussian war. Before these, other similar documents recalled, if
not the war of Schleswig-Holstein, which saw the Geneva Com-
mittee's first mission, that of the Austro-Prussian war of 1866 by
an envelope of that time printed in the name of the "Prussian
Central Society for the care of the wounded on the battle-field".

The Madagascar Expedition of 1895, the Boer War, the Italo-
Abyssinian campaign of 1896, the Boxer rising in 1900, the Russo-
Japanese war of 1904, the war between Turkey and Italy in
1910 and the Balkans wars, all had their place in the exhibition.
An envelope, a stamp, a seal, a date and the name of an ambulance,
a field hospital or a Red Cross Relief Committee were sufficient
to recall those dark hours and the presence of the Red Cross on
every battle-field. This could be seen through stamps, marks and
envelopes during the Spanish Civil War, and in earlier days on
cards and envelopes of the French work of "Relief to Seamen" and
its hospital ships, the "St. Pierre" and the "St. Francois d'Assise".
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An even larger number of collectors presented items of equal
interest for philately and for the Red Cross on the 1914-18 war
and the contemporary period. One can but mention such German
contributions and especially the remarkable collection of Mr. Bittel
of Karlsruhe, of unique value. Mention can only be made of all
the collections devoted to Red Cross stamps properly so-called, as
of non-postal marks. One can also mention together with the
collections of Mr. Marot and Dr. Guyot, that of Mr. Ekeroth of
Stockholm and the Polish collection of Mr. Zabilski of Lodz.

Even for specialists of Red Cross philately, the International
Exhibition by its range and universality was also most instructive.
The famous Christmas envelopes sold in Odessa, then in other
Russian towns for the benefit of the local Red Cross from 1878
apparently until 1896, were displayed by several collectors. Mention
should above all be made of the remarkable collections of these
belonging to Mr. Marler and Mr. Pagnieau, both of Brussels. Less
known, and mostly unused, were the large Red Cross seals affixed
in 1907 to Indian stamps on the occasion of the birthday of the
Countess of Minto, wife of the then Viceroy, for the benefit of
charity. Of these, Mr. Pagnieau and Mr. Ricardo, amongst others,
had made a rare collection.

Mention should also be made of the revenue stamps issued in
1914 by several British colonies—Granada, Jamaica, Trinidad—
for the benefit of the Red Cross, given large presentation especially
by Mr. Robins, an Australian collector and Mr. Buhr of the German
Federal Republic. Another discovery which many collectors, even
of long standing, owed to the International Centenary Exhibition
was that of surcharged stamps of various Malay States during the
Japanese occupation at the end of 1944 and used in Java to enable
its inhabitants to transmit their news through the intermediary
of the Red Cross to their relatives abroad (Ricardo, Pagnieau, and
Robins collections in particular).

We do not propose to continuet hese remarks at greater length,
we only hope that they will have contributed to show the many-
sided interest provided for the Red Cross by the development of
Red Cross philately and the study of relations between the Postal
Services and the Red Cross.

MAX-MARC THOMAS
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